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Abstract

Amorphous alloys with a composition (at.%) Fe46Cr15Mo14C15B6Y2 were prepared by using either pure elements (alloy B1) or a commercial AISI430 steel as a base material (B2). When prepared from pure elements, alloy (B1) could be cast in plate form with a fixed thickness of 2 mm and variable lengths between 10 and 20 mm by means of copper-mold injection in an air atmosphere. In the case of alloy B2, prepared by using commercial grade raw materials, rods of 2 mm diameter are obtained. Ribbons (B1 and B2) of width 5 mm and thickness about 30 m are prepared from the arc-melted ingots using a single roller melt spinner at a wheel speed of 40 m/s. The thermal and structural properties of the samples are measured by a combination of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), x-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscopy. Chemical compositions are checked by energy dispersive spectroscopy analysis. X-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscopy observations confirm that an amorphous structure is obtained in all the samples. A minor fraction of crystalline phases (oxides and carbides) is detected on the as-cast surface. Values of hardness and Young modulus were measured by nanoindentation for both the alloys. The effects of adverse casting conditions (such as air atmosphere, non-conventional injection copper mold casting and the partial replacement of pure elements with commercial grade raw materials) on the glass formation and properties of the alloy are discussed.

Since the first Fe-based metallic glasses of the Fe-P-C alloy were synthesized in 1967, Fe-based metal-lic glasses, which have good soft magnetic properties, excellent mechanical properties and corrosion resistance, have attracted much attention from researchers interested in amorphous alloys. Recently, Fe-based bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) were obtained in many systems.

However, high cooling rates are essential during preparation to avoid crystallization. This conditions limits further applications of Fe-based metal-lic glasses because of the limitation of sample size in two or one dimensions, i.e., only sheets or wires can be produced. Recently, Fe-based bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) were obtained in many systems. Inoue and Al succeeded in fabricating Fe-based bulk metal-lic glasses from high purity raw materials by copper mould casting in the following systems: Fe-(Al, Ga)-P-C-B, Fe-(Zr, Hf, Nb, Ta)-B, Fe-Co-Ln-B, and Fe-(Cr, Mo, and Nb)-B-C. Improvement of the soft magnetic properties in Fe-based bulk metallic glass is reported by adding a small amount of Ni. How-ever, during the last decade, these materials could be prepared with a lower Fe content showing a paramagnetic behavior at room temperature. These materials were named structural amorphous steels (SAS) and today can be produced with a maximum thickness of 16 mm. In this Letter, we study the effect of some processing conditions (air atmosphere, casting of a plate and use of commercial raw materials) on the glass formation and properties of Fe-based BMGs.

Samples with the composition Fe46Cr15Mo14C15B6Y2 (alloy B1) were fabricated using pure elements. In order to evaluate the possibility of an industrial scale production of the structural amorphous steels, a yttrium containing system (alloy B2) was also prepared using an AISI430 steel (55.7 wt%) and a commercial grade FeB alloy (7.3 wt%) as base materials; the desired stoichiometry was obtained by adding Mo (25.7 wt%), C (3.4 wt%), Cr (5.4 wt%) and Y (3.4 wt%) in the form of pure elements. Master alloys were pro-duced by arc-melting under an Ar atmosphere. The samples were re-melted in an induction furnace and quenched in air atmosphere into a water-cooled cop-per mould in order to obtain a glassy structure. A B1 plate was produced using a mould with a rectangular cavity of width 20 mm and a fixed thickness of 2 mm. A B2 alloy was cast in a rod shape using a cylindrical copper mould of 2 mm in diameter. Ribbons (B1 and B2) of width 5 mm and thickness about 30 m were prepared from the arc-melted ingots using a single roller melt spinner at a wheel speed of 40 m/s. The amorphous character was identified by x-ray diffraction (XRD) using the Philips PW1830 (Co K , = 1.7897 Å) diffractometer. All the XRD pat-terns will be reported as a function of the wave vector q = 4 sin ( / ), where corresponds to the scattered angle. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in-vestigations were performed using a Leica Stereoscan 420 microscope instrument, and chemical composi-tions were checked by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis. Thermal analysis was performed in a Perkin Elmer Diamond differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) and in a Setaram high-temperature differential scanning calorimeter (HTDSC) at a heating rate of 0.17 K/s. Nanoindentation tests were carried out with a Fischerscope HM2000 employing a Vickers indenter. Several indents were performed to make sure that the maximum penetration displacement was significantly lower than 1/10 of the sample thickness. Values of indentation hardness 

and elastic indentation modulus 

were obtained from the loading and unloading curves, respectively, according to the procedure proposed by Oliver and Pharr.
The XRD patterns of samples B1 (curve I in Fig. 1(a)) and B2 (curve II in Fig. 1(a)) ribbons show an amorphous halo without evidence of crystalline peaks, suggesting fully amorphous structures. The diffraction patterns of samples alloy B1 and B2 bulk are shown in Fig. 1(b). In the case of samples B1, the XRD patterns of the as-cast surface of the plates (curve I in Fig. 1(b)) show the typical halo of the amorphous structure, together with some diffraction peaks corresponding to $M_{23}(B,C)_6$ and $Y_2O_3$ phases. Similar observations have already been reported in similar Fe-based BMGs.\textsuperscript{[12]} After removing a layer of about 0.1 mm from the outer surface, no crystalline diffraction peaks can be detected on the polished surface of sample B1 (curve II in Fig. 1(b)), indicating that the crystalline phases previously observed is mainly located on the surface. The formation of the crystalline phases at the surface can likely be attributed to the presence of oxygen contaminations in the cast-ing atmosphere and to the presence of imperfections on the mould surface.\textsuperscript{[13]}

![Fig. 1. (a) XRD patterns: ribbon of alloy B1 (I), ribbon of alloy B2 (II). (b) XRD patterns of the bulk: B1 as cast surface (I), B1 polished surface (II), B1 cross-section (III), B2 cross-section (IV).](image)

Fig. 2. SEM backscattered electron images for (a) as-cast of alloy B2 BMG, (b) as-cast of alloy B1 BMG, (c) as-cast ribbons of alloy B2, and (d) as-cast ribbons of alloy B1.

The XRD patterns of the cross-section of sample B1 (curve III in Fig. 1(b)) present a broad diffraction halo that is consistent with the presence of an amorphous structure. Nevertheless, the presence of a small fraction of crystalline phases, mainly at the surface, which could not be detected by XRD, cannot be ruled out. In the case of the cross section of the rod of sample B2, the XRD pattern does not present any crystalline diffraction peak (curve IV in Fig. 1(b)), indicating the presence of a fully amorphous structure.

The back scattered SEM images of the as-cast samples are shown in Fig. 2. Chemical analysis was obtained by EDS only for metals, because light elements cannot be detected with accuracy. The SEM back scattering micrograph of the cross-section taken from the top-middle part of sample B2 is shown in Fig. 2(a). It is possible to distinguish some micro-metric sized precipitates that are homogeneously distributed across the section. EDS chemical analysis reveals that the precipitates...
present a very high fraction of Y and O, while the surrounding amorphous ma-trix has less Y content than expected. The same phenomenon is found for B1 alloy BMG (Fig. 2(b)), B2 al-loy ribbon (Fig. 2(c)), and B1 alloy ribbon (Fig. 2(d)). The SEM results are in agreement with the detection of yttrium oxide from XRD patterns and confirm that they are formed not only on the surface but also inside the plate and ribbon. Additionally, Y$_2$O$_3$ is found, which is certainly formed due to the high reactivity of yttrium with the rest of the oxygen in the argon atmosphere. It is known that minor addition of rare earth elements (REs) is a powerful mean for modifying the properties and the glass forming ability of metallic glasses, and it has already been employed in Fe-based BMGs.$^{[14]}$ The oxygen scavenging effects of REs is to retard the nucleation and growth of carbides, stabiliz-ing the undercooled melt and, consequently, favoring the amorphization.$^{[8]}$

![Fig. 3. HTDSC curves of as-cast bulk and ribbons.](image)

of the B2 samples, the melting temperature appears in high temperature events that might be due to the melting of impurities present in the commercial grade raw materials. The apparent liquidus temperature of the B2 samples is significantly higher than the one ob-served for the B1 samples leading to a decrease of the parameter used for assessing the glass forming ability. The maximum amorphous thickness achievable (crit-ical casting thickness) is at least 2 mm in the case of the B2 (BMG) alloy. However, it is expected that the use of raw materials tends to reduce it with respect to the use of pure elements. The reduction on the GFA can be inferred from differences in parameter (0.349 for B1 and 0.344 for B2) which has been suggested to be correlated with the critical thickness.$^{[15]}$ In the case of the B1 samples, the HTDSC traces of crystalization appear to be very similar for ribbons and BMG.

The crystallization and melting curves behavior of the amorphous sample from all the alloys has been studied by high temperature differential scanning calorimeter (HTDSC) at a heating rate of 10 K/min and the results are shown in Fig. 3. In order to iden-tify the glass transition temperature and crystal-lization temperature, the experiment was repeated with the conventional DSC, for the same as-cast sam-ple, as shown in Fig. 4. The main characteristic tem-peratures and the thermal parameters describing the glass forming ability are listed in Table 1. The ther-mograms of sample B1 (BMG) reveal a non-eutectic melting, whereas B1(ribbon), B2(BMG) and B2 (ribbon) melts in a single endothermic peak. In the case
DSC curves of the four samples of alloys exhibit the sequential transition of amorphous solid, glass transition, supercooled liquid and then crystallization, as shown in Fig. 4. The DSC scan of sample B2 (BMG) exhibits the characteristic wide supercooled liquid region. The sample crystallises through a sharp single exothermic crystallization peak. Pursuant to DSC scans for the samples B1 bulk and ribbon, the crystallization gives various overlapped exothermic peaks. The crystallization products likely constitute a metastable mixture, as evidenced by the small exothermic peak at about 940°C. Nanoindentation tests were performed on the polished surfaces of samples B1 (BMG and ribbon) and B2 (BMG and ribbon). The hardness and elastic modulus were found to be 13.1±0.4 GPa and 174±23 GPa, respectively, for alloy B1(BMG) and 16.73±3.83 GPa and 192.49±3.3 GPa, respectively, for alloy B2 (BMG) and 14.89±2.36 GPa and 153.99±1.33 GPa, respectively, for alloy B1(ribbon) and 16.29±2.7 GPa and 166.34±1.69 GPa, respectively, for alloy B2(ribbon), as listed in Table 1. Such values are in agreement with the results previously reported for the same alloy prepared with pure elements and conventional injection casting technique (≈ 13 GPa, ≈ 180–200 GPa)[9] as well as for alloys with similar composition (≈ 13.8 GPa).[8] In addition, nanoindentation hardness values do not show significant variation across the sample B2, suggesting that there are not local changes of composition and microstructure.

Three different Fe-Cr-Mo-C-based structural amorphous steels have been successfully prepared with the purpose of testing the possible industrial development of these kind of alloys: (i) they are all prepared in air atmosphere, (ii) as an approach to near-net-shape fabrication, two of them are obtained in a rectangular 2-mm-thick plate shape, and (iii) AI-SIS 430 commercial steel is employed as the raw material in the synthesis of the third alloy. The amorphous formation during quenching from the liquid state was promoted by minor alloying of Y, confirming previous studies. Minor alloying with REs is exploited to successfully obtain 2-mm-thick amorphous plates, suggesting that the formation crystalline phases can be avoided when the oxygen is removed from the melt by forming innocuous oxides. This seems to be a promising approach for the synthesis of BMGs and ribbons starting from commercial grade raw materials in view of an industrial production. No major difference in the structural or thermal properties of both alloys is detected, but the thermal stability of the alloy made from commercial steel is significantly reduced. The structural and mechanical characterization are in agreement with the values previously reported in the literature. The results obtained in this work represent a promising step in view of the industrial application of this type of materials that are likely to be employed in the future as biomedical instruments, die tools, sport goods and specific functional materials.
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